
Why do you need 
workplace consultancy?
Most offi ce spaces are not 
optimised
Every offi ce has been planned 
to some extent. Where people 
work, what equipment and 
facilities they need, and how 
everything fi ts in the space 
available must all be established. 
Legal requirements governing 
working conditions, health 
and safety, and environmental 
considerations all have to be 
complied with. The result is an 
offi ce laid out and equipped to 
do the job. But ‘doing the job’ 
can be a long way from ‘doing 
the best job that can possibly 
be done’. Building space is a 
major cost for businesses, so it 
makes sense to get the greatest 
possible return on investment. 

What is workplace 
consultancy?
Workplace consultancy helps 
businesses optimise the use 
of  their workspaces. Detailed 
research and analysis is 
conducted to establish the 
client’s needs and how their 
current space performs relative 
to those needs. Invariably, 
there will be things that can 
be improved. Sometimes, the 
existing space will be found to be 
inadequate to an organisation’s 
needs in any confi guration 
and a move will be suggested. 
Whatever the fi ndings of  the 

analysis, a workplace consultant 
will make recommendations for 
getting the maximum value from 
their workplace, both now and 
for the foreseeable future.

Research
The process starts by researching 
how the workspace currently 
operates. This is done through 
a combination of  direct 
observation of  the staff  at work 
and surveying them to establish 
their attitudes to the current set-
up, and how their ideal workplace 
would look and function.

Thanks to online survey 
platforms, it is quick, easy and 
inexpensive to obtain views from 
the entire workforce. The results 
provide a strong statistical 
basis for planning and decisions 
and give a good overall picture 
of  how staff  see their current 
workplace and how they would 

like it to be. Such surveys also 
provide a valuable pointer to 
any specifi c issues that need 
to be probed further, which 
can then be explored through 
a combination of  workshops 
and one-to-one interviews. How 
people respond in surveys, 
workshops and interviews will 
depend on their own positions 
within the organisation, 
background and personalities 
(full/part-time, local/distant, 
introvert/extrovert, etc), so the 
consultant will ensure that the 
people selected to participate 
provide a good representative 
sample of  the workforce as 
a whole. 

Using the responses gathered, 
the consultant will be able to 
construct a deep understanding 
of  how the space is currently 
performing, and where any 
defi ciencies lie. 
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The type of information the observation 
and surveying will reveal

• How different spaces are utilised – desks, meeting rooms, relaxation and eating spaces, etc.
• How often the same spaces lie idle
• What the spaces are used for (which is not always what they are intended to be used for!)
• How noisy they are, and if  this affects adjacent spaces 
• Whether people have suffi cient privacy and quiet when needed
• The degree of  clutter

Demographic information
• Age and position in organisation
• Department
• Distance travelled to work
• Length of  service

Current perceptions
• The aspects of  where they work that are most  
  important to staff.
• How the workplace is rated for its…
 – contribution to productivity
 – attractiveness and security
 – facilities for eating and rest
• The ‘personality’ of  the workplace
 – friendly/serious/noisy/fun
 – cluttered/minimalist
 – casual/dull/creative
• How different areas within the overall space  
 help or hinder…
 – creativity/concentration
 – coaching/mentoring
 – teamwork/collaboration
 – interaction within and outside departments
 – supervision/privacy
• What gets on people’s nerves: e.g
 – phones on speaker/mobiles
 – eating at desk 
 – loudness/unable to hear calls
 – untidiness/personal hygiene
• Best/worst 3 aspects

Aspirations

• Would staff  like their workplace to be?
 – louder/quieter
 – brighter/darker/more/less colourful
 – friendlier/more formal/casual

• What features would they  like to see?
 – write-on wall surfaces
 – private work pods and phone booths
 – wood fi nishes
 – staged meeting spaces
 – games tables/yoga rooms
 – background music/news streams on TVs
 – chiller water taps/coffee machines
 – fl exible/reconfi gurable spaces
 – library
 – hot desking/spaces
 – clever planting
 – height adjustable workstations
 – informal meeting/collaboration spaces
 – technology 
   – room booking systems
   – desktop power
   – strong wifi  signal

• And what would be a turn-off?

 – cold, clinical spaces

 – dull colours

 – striped/spotted fabrics

 – specifi c colours

OBSERVATION

SURVEYS/WORKSHOPS/INTERVIEWS

 – creativity/concentration
 – coaching/mentoring
 – teamwork/collaboration
 – interaction within and outside departments
 – supervision/privacy
 What gets on people’s nerves: e.g

 – phones on speaker/mobiles
 – eating at desk 
 – loudness/unable to hear calls
 – untidiness/personal hygiene

 How the workplace is rated for its…
 – contribution to productivity
 – attractiveness and security
 – facilities for eating and rest
• The ‘personality’ of  the workplace
 – friendly/serious/noisy/fun
 – cluttered/minimalist
 – casual/dull/creative
 How different areas within the overall space  

 – fl exible/reconfi gurable spaces
 – library
 – hot desking/spaces
 – clever planting
 – height adjustable workstations
 – informal meeting/collaboration spaces
 – technology 
   – room booking systems
   – desktop power
   – strong wifi  signal

• And what would be a turn-off?

 – cold, clinical spaces

 – dull colours

 – striped/spotted fabrics

 – specifi c colours
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Having analysed the data, 
the consultant will produce 
a detailed report, showing 
the client how their current 
workspace is performing and 
making recommendations that 
will lead to a workplace that is 
more productive and will deliver 
their aspirations.

One key factor the report will 
cover is the amount of  space 
needed. Many organisations are 
surprised to discover how much 
of  their space lies idle, and for 

how long. Often, the report will 
show that by using space more 
effi ciently, less is needed overall. 
If  organisations are willing to 
adopt agile working, where 
employees go to wherever the 
work is done most effi ciently 
(which often includes at home), 
spaces can be created which 
don’t tie everyone to the same 
desk every day. 

The report will describe how 
the space can be confi gured to 
deliver the best possible working 

environment, including layout, 
how to balance the needs for 
privacy and collaboration, IT 
set-up, multi-purposing different 
areas, and much else besides. 

If  the existing workplace cannot 
be reconfi gured to obtain the 
desired results, a move will be 
recommended, along with advice 
as to the location, layout and 
features that should be sought. 
Help with fi nding new premises 
that deliver these criteria can 
also be provided.
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Using the data
The welter of  information shown on the previous page is just an indication of  what the workplace 
consultant will have available to analyse. The information will also give a good indication of  how the 
workforce will respond to change. As with the responses given in the survey, this will vary from person to 
person. One advantage of  conducting such comprehensive research is that the consultant will be able to 
compare objective data with subjective opinions, ensuring that the conclusions drawn are sound.



Cost savings

 

Improved productivity

Staff wellbeing 

Brand reinforcement

Future-proofi ng

What benefi ts does it bring?
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To fi nd out more about workplace consultancy, or 
how we can help you, please call Offi ce Profi le on 
020 8770 7707 or email sales@offi ceprofi le.co.uk

The risk of  not using workplace 
consultancy is an underperforming offi ce. 
Use it to maximise your return on 
investment, not just in your buildings 
but in your people too.  

In many cases, better outcomes can be achieved with less space, 
leading to direct cost reductions. Our consultants have achieved 
savings of  a third and more which, given the cost of  offi ce space, 
amounts to signifi cant sums.

Maximising the use of every part of an offi ce means the space 
and the people within it are at their most productive. Workplace 
consultants will identify the optimal combination of furniture, 
equipment and design that enables people to produce their best work.

Renewing a workplace engages and inspires people, and is a 
concrete demonstration of  their employer’s desire to provide a 
great place to work.

An offi ce should refl ect its occupant’s brand and values. 
Staff  should feel proud to invite clients to their premises.

Good workplace consultancy not only points organisations to 
how to get the most from their space now, but will also take into 
account their needs for the foreseeable future. One facet of  a 
workspace that performs well is its fl exibility, so this will be built 
into the recommendations.


